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federate museum and Valentine museum
Richmond, 1912 p 285-425 23cm (Vir-
ginia state hbiaiy Bulletin, v 5, no 4)
Contents (1) Newspapers, arranged first by libraries
and secondly by towns, (2) Union list for the three
libraries, arranged by states, (3) Chronological list of
titles
Wisconsin state historical society Li-
brary Annotated catalogue of newspa-
per files in the libraiy 2d ed Madison,
Society, 1911-18 591p and suppl 91p
23cm $150	01607
Arranged alphabetically by states, subdivided by
towns Gives statement of library files and some infor-
mation about date of establishment of newspaper,
founder's name, editors' names, etc Includes not only
newspapers m the ordinary acceptation of the term but
also all journals that are organs of societies, trades 01
special interests The supplement records files acquired
1911-17
Yale university Library List ot news-
papeis in the	hbiaiy New Haven,
Yale univ  pr, 1916 216p  23cm  $3
01607
STATISTICAL TEAKBOOK
International }eai-
N Y, Editor and
33cm
Editor and publisher
book number for 1935
publisher, 1935 244p
Issued annually since 1920 as part of the last number
for January of the weekly Editor and Publisher Con-
tains a large amount of useful statistical and directory
information in the field of American and British jour-
nalism Not sold separately
ESSAYS AND  GENERAL
LITERATURE
ALA   index	to general literature
2d ed   enl	Bost   & Chic, ALA
pub  bd, 1901-14   679p  and suppl 223p
27cm   o p	040
Basic volume, covering material to Jan 1, 1900 679p
1901—Supplement, 1900-10 223p 1914
A subject index which attempts to do for books of
essays and general literature what Poole's index does for
periodicals Indexes books belonging to the following
classes (1) Essays and similar collections of critical,
biographical and other monographs, (2) Books of travel
and general history whose chapters or parts are worthy
of separate reference, (3) Keports and publications of
boards and associations dealing with sociological mat-
ters, and of histoncal and literary societies, (4) Miscel-
laneous books and some public documents
Includes only books in English Indexing is by catch-
word subject, not by modern catalog subject
 For a discussion of the relation of the ALA index
to the Essay index see the preface to the following
Sears, Minnie Earl, and Shaw, Marian
Essay and general literature index, 1900-
1933, an index to about 40,000 essays in
2,144 volumes of collections of essays
and miscellaneous works N Y , Wilson,
1934 1952p 26cm Service basis 040
Index, p   l-i890, List of books indexed, p   1894-1952
	Supplement,   1934,   ed    by  Marian
Shaw    N   Y, Wilson, 1934*  211p
The basic volume is a detailed index, by authors,
subjects and some titles, to essays and articles pub-
lished 1900-33 and also to earlier e-savs if included in
collections published since 1900 Indexing is given with
exact reference, i e, inclusive paging, in the case of
many essays first printed in periodicals the reference to
the periodical is guen a^so, and variant titles for the
same essay are indicated Kept to date by semi-annual
supplements cumulating annually
A monumental work, useful in several departments of
library service In cataloging it provides a usable sub-
stitute for a large amount of analysis, the cost of
which would be prohibitive in the average card catalog,
as a reference tool it serves many purposes, showing,
for example (a) list of essays by a given author, (b)
authorship of an essay when only title is known, (c)
analytical material on a given subject, particularly
small, unusual, or intangible subjects on which there
may be no whole books, (d) biographical and critical
matter about a person, (e) criticisms of individual
books, (f) different places or collections in which an
essay is printed (an important point in school or college
libraries when it is necessary to supply many copies
of some recommended reading) For purposes of
selection of books the list of books indexed serves as
a good guide to the worth-while essay and other com-
posite-book material of the 20th century, this List
of books indexed is also issued separately in pamphlet
form
For a discussion of the relation of this work to similar
analysis of books given m the Standard catalog and
Readers' Guide see its preface, p 2
Standard catalog for public libraries,
1934 ed, comp by Minnie Earl Sears,
D E Cook, H G Gushing, Isabel Mon-
ro N Y, Wilson, 1934 1973p 26cm
Primarily a catalog rather than an index, but serves
as the latter also, as its index, p 1311-1961, includes
about 21,000 index-entries for analyzed material in 3200
books of a composite character For description see
under Bibliography, p 415
Peabody institute, Baltimore Catalogue
of library. Bait, 1888-1905
Contains so much author and subject analysis of
parts of books and periodicals that it serves as an index
as well as a catalog For full description see under
Library catalogs, p 423

